Charlie Tango, Inc.
AVM-2000 Batch/Lot Inventory Spec Sheet
The optional Batch / Lot Inventory module will provide complete tracking for small parts (consumables) inventory items.
This will provide you with better cost reporting and better traceability directly back to PO's for a specific part. This could be
invaluable for tax reporting purposes, or in the event of an aircraft problem, audit, etc.
Be aware that the Batch / Lot Tracking function tightens your Inventory control and management. Users will be forced to
enter a valid batch or serial part when using Inventory parts. Parts in your Inventory database cannot be used on a Work
Order or Invoice unless a valid batch or serial number is on hand.
The Batch Tracking system works primarily with your PO Receive functions. As items are received in on PO's, they are
assigned to individual batches for each part number. A Batch # is assigned by AVM-2000, and an optional User Tracking
# is available for you to enter your own number. (Note: New Batches can also be created from within the Inventory
database.)


Enabling the Batch Inventory Tracking option will allow "small" parts / consumables (non-serial) inventory items to
be traced directly back to a PO # and Vendor.



This allows for complete traceability of any and all non-serial parts sold / used on WOs/Invoices or purchased on
PO's.



This will also provide you with more accurate cost reporting.



Batch Tracking could be invaluable for tax reporting purposes, or in the event of an aircraft problem, audit, etc.



The Batch Tracking function "tightens" your Inventory control and management. Users will be forced to enter a
valid batch or serial part when using Inventory parts. Parts in your Inventory database cannot be used on a Work
Order or Invoice unless a valid batch or serial number is on hand.



The Batch Tracking system works primarily with your PO Receive functions. As items are received in on PO's,
they are assigned to individual batches for each part number. A Batch # is assigned by AVM-2000, and an
optional User Tracking # is available for you to enter your own number. (Note: New Batches can also be created
from within the Inventory database.)



This type of function is dual-purpose. In the future, you can track down exactly which "Batch" and/or PO/Vendor
that a part you used on a job came from. You will also have exact reporting for Costs of Inventory Used/Sold
because each batch is using its own individual Cost values.



Each Batch can also be assigned its own Classification, AEA Condition and ILS Condition, allowing you to
generate more accurate Inventory reports.



The assigned Batch # and User Tracking # will print on a Shop PO, Shop Detailed WO, and basic Inventory
report.



Please note: This optional feature may be purchased now, or at any time in the future. Please note that if you
are already using the label printing function, all labels printed before the conversion to Batches will no longer be
valid. New labels will need to be printed for all Inventory items after the Batch conversion.
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EXAMPLE:
1) You have 5 lamps # 330 in stock for $ 0.85 Cost, $ 1.35 List. Batch # is 2396.
2) You order 20 more lamps # 330 on a PO for $ 0.65 Cost, $ 1.25 List.
3) You receive in 10 of those lamps on 12/01/1998. A batch of 10 is created and assigned to part # 330. This batch gets
its own batch # 2469 assigned by AVM-2000. You enter a User Tracking # of 95-4597.
4) On 12/07/1998 you receive the remaining 10 lamps. A batch of 10 is created and assigned to part # 330. This batch
gets its own batch # 2575 assigned by AVM-2000. You enter a User Tracking # of 99-6584.
5) During use on Work Orders or Invoices, you enter part # 330. AVM-2000 realizes you have one or more batches for
this part. You will be forced to choose which batch # the lamp you've used has come from: Batch # 2396, 2469 or 2575.
Remember that Batch # 2396 has different pricing than the other two batches.
This type of function is dual-purpose. In the future, you can track down exactly which "Batch" and/or PO/Vendor that a
part you used on a job came from. You will also have exact reporting for Costs of Inventory Used/Sold because each
batch is using its own individual Cost values. Each Batch can also be assigned its own Classification, AEA Condition and
ILS Condition, allowing you to generate more accurate Inventory reports.
The assigned Batch # and User Tracking # can print on a Shop PO, Shop Detailed WO, and basic Inventory report.
If you are "turning on" the Batch Tracking function, you must also Convert your Inventory at the same time. This will
convert all of your existing Inventory items for use with the batch functions. Each non-serialized part # will be assigned a
new batch that contains the current total QOH for that part.

IMPORTANT NOTE: If you use SKU Labels for Inventory, be aware that all OLD SKU Labels printed before the Batch
Conversion will be incorrect !

OTHER NOTES: Inventory items will not be allowed to have a negative QOH while Batches are in use. The Inventory Part
# "Combine" function will not be available while Batches are in use.
Detailed instructions about Batches can be found in the Inventory section of the AVM-2000 Help system or the AVM-2000
User's Guide. Information about Batch use can also be found in the Purchase Orders section, the Work Orders section
and the Invoices section of the AVM-2000 Help or User's Guide.

REQUIREMENTS:
Users must be running AVM-2000 version 4.70 or above and have the optional Batch/Lot Tracking module registered.
Barcode scanners, if desired, are not included in the cost of this optional module.
Here are some barcode scanners known to work with AVM-2000: Symbol LS-2208 Bar Code Reader, Symbol Spark
Model LS-1006, Symbol LS-4278 scanner. The scanner you choose must be able to read a 3 of 9 barcode font.
We have customers who are specifically using these models of scanners, but there may be others that will work with
AVM-2000 as well. We are unable to test every scanner available.
The barcode scanner can be used for scanning employee codes and Work Order numbers in addition to the Inventory
SKUs, helping make AVM-2000 entries more efficient and accurate.
We recommend a company called System ID Warehouse, http://www.systemid.com, for your label printer and scanner
needs. We have worked with them in the past, and they have a great in-house tech support system in the event that you
need assistance. TangoWare is unable to provide tech support for scanners.
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